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Volume 41, Issue4 
_ Protecthig Pets from Domestic 
·Violence 
by Kirsten Widner, contributor 
W:' eif ~ost people think aoout domestic -violence they think about the abuse of the 
uinan members of. a family. But many 
< - -. ' ' ' ' amilies also include pets, and these fuirY 
- ·- family members are often victims as well. Aecording to-.·· 
the Humane Society of the United States (HSUS)_; 91 % 
of aduJts and 73% of children surveyed as they entered 
domestic violence shelters reported that their pets had 
.been threatened, injured-or kilied by Their abus'ers:tn 
over 50% of these cases, the harm was actUal, not just 
threatened, 
"A Utah survey of women -in a shelter found 
that20% had delayed leaving their abuserS: -
because they feared if they did their pet would 
- . be h~rmedl" -· · 
According to some research; batterer~ threaten 
and harm animals as a way to gemonstrate and confirm ' 
. their power and control over the family, to prevent 
victims from leaving or coerce t~ into returning,. and ·· 
to degrade or terrorize victims by making them feel 
involved in the abuse.· -
ThoUgh the danger to pets is high, solutions -
are scarce. Most domestic Violence shelters do not take 
animals, because of safety concerns l:lfld govemriJ.ent ... 
health-regtilations. Only i 8% of shelters surveyed, by the 
HSUS regularly ask about pets when violence victims 
come to them for services. Even fewet provide education 
about the options for protectillg-pets. The situationinSan 
Diego mirrors the national si'tmltlon. · 
Please see Pets, continued page 6. 
National Trial Team- Heads to 
Las Vegas!· 
-By Thomas Feiter, senior staff writer 
T he re. gional competitio·n-for th. e Associati-. ·on of Trial Lawyers of America ("ATLA") Student TrialAdvocacy Competition wiUtake place . , 
_ in Las Vegas, Nevada this year. USD Law's 
National Trial Team is an eight-time winner of this 
tournament and has advanced-to the regional finals -
each of the last three years. According to Head Coach 
Richard "Corky" wharton, "This year we have two solid 
tearris heading into the LasVegas Regi~Ual Competition 
- and we're expecting great things_ from them. -We are 
determiiled to win in Las Vegas and advance to the 
national finals." 
"In a mock trial competition, arguments take· 
as long as three-and:..a-half h.ours compared 
to the thirty minutes typical in moot court. -
fr!oreover, du,ring the competition you :have 
to win six trials in three days to win the 
tou.rnameni. " 
For many law schools throughout the country, 
this is one of the biggest national tournaments of the year. 
The top two teams from sixteen regions will advance 
on to the national competition taking place iii Miami, 
Florida, on March 29-31; 2006: .. ' 
Each year, our National Trial Team chooses who · 
they are going to send to this tournament. This year, the 
followillg eight team members (making up two, four- · 
person teams} are heading out to Vegas to represent olir 
school: J. Bradley Bigos, Matthew Caron, Greg Coyer,· .. ·· . 
Thomas Feiter, Aaron Hand, Johanna Schonfield, Victoria .. 
. Steely, and Karrie Wood. 
. . Once the team entry date lapsed, ATLA provided· 
each school with.the general rules of the tournament, the· 
Kirsten, ·George,' Sarah and L'Ola.· Photo coUrtesy 'of 
Mathew King. .· 
Checks. and Balanf;es Come-to. 
San Diego 
by Mary Mc~enzie, contributor 
A. : s_- a re .. action. to corrupt p~actic.es b. ~- elec_te_ d ·. officials and to the too-close relationship ' between Big Bu8iness. and Government, • 
' many municipalities adoptecl a goveriimenf 
.February 2006 
.· B·isfor~verage: · 
4, lL Perspective on Getting Law 
School Grades for the First Tinl~ 
by Becky Blain, staff writer 
B. y the time this.is published, I'm guessing that the first year grade mania will' haye subsided 
(mi.less you'~e.· in my secti~n, · Section A, in · 
. whi-ch case all bets are o:ffsmce we had some 
unanticipated grading issues). In. 'any event, getting law 
· sc)lool grades -for the first time i,s al}, expe:tjence worth . 
coIIJJnemorating. _ 
. " ..• someone told me thatan-upperclassman. 
had told them that grades are always released 
on a Friday. The school's rationale is that it's 
like firing someone; you don't want anyone to 
make a scene and you' want them to have the 
weekend' to cool off." 
Maybe·the only thing worse than getting grades 
was taking the finals to get the grades. My last diiy of finals 
went something like this: At 9:00 in the moinillg' I was 
sitting in my Property final doing rule against perpetuities 
problems on my fingers; and by 9:00 that nightlwas in a 
·. b~ and couldn't have told you my own name. 
. The next day l realiZed that I had coine home 
from the bar sans debit card; so I had to do the aftemoon-
aft~ pub crawl of shai:lle to find the bar where I had left 
it. And suffice it to say that you know it wa8 the greatest 
· night eyer when the bartender recognizes you, cal1s you 
by name. and-I'm not joking-asks if everyone in your 
group is okay. That, as it turns out, is a better~tgry than the 
oneyou'rereading. _ _ 
So, if that sounds· anything like your last ·day 
of finals, then you're probably also like me in that you 
didn't thirik a whole lot about grades after that. At least that placed the responsibility of rilnning the city into -
the hap.ds of a neutral manager with technical expertise.· 
·Political Progressives were.convinced that too much 
politicking was the problem plaguing California, and 
· - not until you received the notice from the records office in 
, that ne~tral,. de.Politi9ized leadership was the ~olution · 
" . .'.the voters of San Diego decided that [the 
-Council-Manager] system hadn't cured the 
ills of co"uption 'and undue outside znftuence, ' 
and.San Diego joined the .club of stiong..-tnay-
ot Cities on Jqnuary. 1, 2006." 
to running local gov~ents. San Diego adopted such 
a Council-Manager system in 1931.· Over seventy.years 
·later, the voters of San Diego decided that system hadn't 
. cured the ills of corruption and undue outside influence, 
and San Diego joined the club of strong,-maycir cities on 
. January 1, 2006; Mayorat -~andidates Donna Frye and 
Jerry Sanders both opposed this change to a strong-mayor 
form of government. · · 
The basic shift, as the name suggests, is of the .· 
balance of power at-City Hall. Checks and balances have 
come to San Diego. In the Council-Manager system, the 
distinction between legislative and executive functions 
was bhUTed. The Mayor was the "chief elective officer'.' 
and was"the ninth, and presiding, member of the City 
Council. The City Manager was the Chief Executive 
Officer who administered the city government under the 
oversight of the Council. Hiring, firing, and budgetary 
powers were thusin the himds _of the unelected City .. , 
Manager. . _. . . 
. As the scandals plagumg San Diego govetnment 
swelled, the lack of electoral accountability for the city 
as a whole was increasingly problematic: After being 
named one of the worst mayors in the country, former. 
Mayor Dick Murphy lamented to Fortune, "I'm just a 
. city eoundi member. I':iµ just a legislator, And that makes 
me theworstmayor in America?"· . 
A number-of cities have recently adopted strorig-
· y~ur mailbox that grades were coming oUt. And then you 
thought about it constantly~ · 
They told us that grades were going to come 
out-,,-at th<i latest-on Monday the 30th. But grades Were 
actually released on Friday the 27th; it's funny .because 
someone t9ld me' that an upperclassman had told them 
that grades are always released on a Friday. The school's 
Plea~e see Grades, contimuedpage 12. 
Tu,rn to pag~s 4'-5 f (Jr 
.:the fitst Valentine's 
Section ofM'o.tions, ever! 
USD Law students share. (heir experi .. 
-ences ofLove,Loss, andLaw Sch<>.ol. 
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619-260-4600, ext. 4343 
usdlawmotions@gmail.com 
Our mission is to provide news, information, 
analysis and commentary to the students, fac-
ulty and staff of the University of San Diego, 
the University of San Diego School of Law, 
and the general legal community of San Diego. 
We believe that journalistic excellence is the 
soundest foundation for success. We pledge to 
seek and report the truth with honesty, accura~ 
cy, and fairness. These principles are cautiously 




Jared Ackley & ~ie Purushotham 
MOTIONS 
From the Editor's Desk . .. 
Dear Readers, 
Welcome to the February issue of Motions. We 
decided to make this our Valentine's Issue. The fact that 
law school has an uncanny ability to destroy relation-
ships has long been a conversational motif amongst law 
students. Despite the consensus, not everyone's experi-
ence has been that of heartache. Classmates have gotten 
engaged, married, and had children during law school. 
Some students stepped forward to offer their views or ex -
periences, l)lld you can read those on pages four through 
nve. . 
Given that our paper only comes out once 
amonth at best, we do not consider ourselves a true 
"newspaper." We do not presume to be anyone's source 
of breaking news, and almost all of our piece.s are a law 
student's perspective on something. We would like to 
offer as much news about what's going on at our school 
or what our students are up to as possible. I do not have 
the leverage to force anyone Jo write an artide, .though I 
do try to employ such means as peer pressure and guilt 
whenever possible. 
All our submissions arevoluntary :;tnd riot 
assigned, so we really rely on students to step forward 
and tell us about what's going on at their law school. If 
your club; organization or anyone you know (including 
yourself!) is doing something of interest to the law school. 
community, please consider submitting a piece about.it. 
It does not have to belong- a page or two- andifyou're . 
already familiar with the subject m:atterit should not take 
long to write. 
We have deadlines coming up by the end of the 
month for the March Issue~ Feel free to direct any ques- . 
tions or article ideas to usdlawmotions@gmaiLcom. We 
do pay a stipend based on page count, and itlooks great 
on your resume! , 
Also check out our Op/Ed section on pages ten 
through eleven~:We have some provocative pieces on 
SBALIASON 
Troy Pickard 
' · ·· politics and the economy. If you ar~ interested in writing 
· a resp.onse to any of these. article~,~ple,ase-1-et J.tS l}n.9w: 
SENIOR STAFF WRITER 















Carrie Wilson, Dean of Student Affairs 
SUBMISSIONS 
Motions welcomes all letters,, guest 
colullll).s, complaints and commentaries. 
We reserve the right to edit for content, length, 
. style . and the requirements of good taste. 
DISCLAIMER 
The contents of this newspaper do not reflect 
the views or opinions of the University o_f San 
Diego School of Law, the University of San Di-
ego School of Law News Organization,· or the 
Editors, Directors or Staff of this newspaper 
an<l are solely the products of the authors in their · 
individual capacities. Unsigned editorials reflect 
only the view of the Editorial Board of this news-
paper, a Student Organization consistent with 
Universi of San Die o School of Law olicies. 
· Thanks for picking up this issue and have a 
fantastic Valentine;s Day, whatever your status! 
Sincerely, 
Laura A. Slezinger 
Editor-In- Chief 
Letters to the Editor 
I read the new edition ofMotions, which I very much 
liked. And I liked that the paper is coming .out more 
often, and is also more controversial (for example, 
obviously, the career seryices article). 
Pat Blanco 
Dear Motions staff, 
I was surprised and disappointed not to see an article 
in the December edition of the school paper on the 
ATLA Mock Trial competition that took place in · 
November, particularly while the paper was littered 
with opinion pieces on many other irrelevant topics. 
In order to be a respected school newspaper, I think it 
would be wise to give priority to news stories around 
our campus rather than page long commentary on why 
law students drink and get rowdy. While both have a 
place in the open medium of newspapers, an activity that . 
required as niuch time, dedication and effort as the ATLA 
competition deserved some recognition. I hope you will 
rectify this-in the near future because while I only played 
a small part of that competition, l know that many other 
students put in a considerable amount of time. 
Thank you for your attention, 
Katie 
· As you may already know, 'I felt that the now-infamous 
career services article was an irresponsible one 
undeserving of publication, and ·that it was a serious 
mistake to print it. At a minimum, I fehthat an apology 
from Motions was due in this first issue of the semester. · 
Perhaps I missed it, but after looking through the issue 
a number of times, I don't see anything resembling an · 
apology. 
What I do see is four letters to the editor all praising the 
February 2006 
BEAPOWERFUL VOICE FORA 
CHILD 
San Diego's abusedand neglected children 
need you. Volunteer to serve as a Court Ap-
pointed Special Advocate. All training pro-
vided. These volunteers lend support to the 
children, research a case, interview partie~ 
involved,.and make recommendations to th 
court. Call Voices for Children at (858) 569 
2019 or visit www.voices4children.com for 
more information. 
_+- • 
article that I feel deserves our collective condemnation. 
I can't be the only person who feels this way - and I 
would find it very hard to believe. that there were no 
letters written expressing opposition to the article. If 
such letters were indeedwritten, why.were none of them 
published? 
Furthermore, why are the letters signed with only a first 
name? Surely we don't consider letters to the editor if · 
we don't have a full name in order to verify the authors 
of the letters. So, why weren't those last names printed? 
Printing letters attributed to only a first name seems · 
like a calculated effort to shield the authors of those 
letters. Ifthis·is the case, lthink that this was also a 
mistake .. Nobody is forced to write letters expressing 
their opinions. If people choose to do so, they should be 
required to stand behind their opinions. Otherwise, why 
not simply publish letters signed "anonymous," or with a 
pseudonym? 
Was this issue reviewed and approved (in the same state 
as that in which it was published) by our administrative 
advisor before it went to press? 
I think that Motions is getting off-track. 
Best Regards, 
Troy : 
Editor's Note: All the Letters to the Editor received have 
beenprinted. lf they do not expressydur view, please 
write. in. Additionally,· in the spirit of many periodicals 
that use first names only (or.first names aY!dgeographfcal · 
location, etc, but not last names), we will also use first 
names for our Letters to the Editor. The January issue 
of Motions ( aswell .as this one) did pass administrative 
review. 
----~-- -----------~-~ --------~---- --~-----
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l>on'+ Le+ Law Schoo( 
ou Cra ! 
0 Learn How to Improve Your Grades from a Recognized 
Expert-Professor Jeff A. Fleming 
0 Learn How to Properly Interpret Calls of Questions 
0 Learn How to Develop Successful Legal 
Arguments (Fact to Element Analysis) 0 Learn Effective Exam Problem-Solving Techniques 
0 Learn the Difference Between Essay and .Multistate Strategy 
· 0 · Learn the Difference Between tbe A, B and C Essay 
0 Student Will Write Two Exams for Critique 
0 Learn How to Use Public Policy Analysis 
0 Learn the Relationship Between the 
_Casebook and Legal Exams 
0 Lea1n In-Depth Issue Spotting Methods 
0 Learn the Difference Between Major and Minor_ I~sues. 
0 Learn Comprehensive Outlining/Organizational Strategies· 
0 Learn How to Get the Most Out of Class 
. _ . _an~ S~udy Time 
-0 · Learn How to Write the Superior Answer 
Los ANGELES 
• Saturday, February 11, 2006: 9:00am-4:00pm 
• Sundi;i:y, February 12, 2006: 9J:l0 am-4:00 pm 
• All sessions Will be given LIVE at the LAX: Plaza Hotel,6333 
Bristol Parkway, Culver City, in the Projection Room. 
SAN DIEGO 
• Saturday, February 18,2006: Noon-6:00pm 
• Sunday, February 19, 2006: Noon-6:00pm 
• All Sessions will be given LIVE at California Western School 
of Law, 225 Cedar St., San Diego, Saturday-Room 2B, Sunday-
Auditorium .. 
ORANGE COUNTY #1 
• Saturday, February 25, 2006: 9:00am-4:00pm 
• Sunday, February 26, 2006: 9:oo am-4:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given LIVE at Hope International University, 
2500 E. Nut.wood at Commmomvealth, Fullerton (across from Cal. 
State Univ., Fulle1ton), Second Floor, Room 205. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
• Saturday, March 4, 2006: 9:00 am-4:00 pm 
., Sunday, March 5, 2006: 9:00 am-4:00 pm 
" Ail sessions will be given LIVE at Marriott Courtyard Downtown, 
299 Second Street,· San Francisco, Room to be Jl()Sted on the day 
of the seminar. 
ORANGE COUNTY #2 
• Saturday, March 11, 2006: Noon-6:00 pm 
• Sunday, March 12, 2006: Noon-6:00 pm 
• All sessions will be given LIVE (Lecturer: Attorney John Couch) 
at Hope International University, 2500 E. Nutwood at Titan, 
Fullerton (across from CaL State Univ., Fullerton}, Room 215A. 
SACRAMENTO 
• Saturday, March 11, 2006: 9:00am-4:00pm 
• Sunday, March 12, 2006: 9:00am-4:00pm 
• All sessions will be given at McGeorge School of Law, 3200 5th 
Avenue, Sacramento, Room B. DVD PRESEl'ffATION -
Lecturer: Jeff fleming 
cout56 PROFESSOR JEFF A. FLEMING 
' .... :1.utet .. """""' Attorney at Law • Legal Education Consultant 
For the past twenty four years, Professor Fleming has devoted his legakareerto the development oflegal preparatory 
seminars designed solely to aid Law Students and Bar Candidates in exam writing techniques and substantive law: 
Narne __________ ~---~-~~--------
Professor Fleming's experience includes the Lecturing of Pre-Law School Prep Seminars and First, Second 
and Third Year Law Schwl Exam Solutions®. He is the Organizer and Lectlll"er of the Baby Bar Review 
Seminar and the Founder and Lecturer of the. Legal Examination Writing Workshop. Both are seminars 
· · · · · · techniques designed to train the law student to tlirite the supe1ior answer. 
Driven Crazy, WW 806.indd 
of Long/Short Term Bar Review. In addition, Professor Fleming is the 
the Performance Exam Solution'' and Mu!tistate Examination Workbooks, 
r of The Exam Solution Tape Series®, which aids law students in exam 
on, the Author of the Essay Examination Writing Workbook Volumes 
4. These are available in legal bookstores throughout the· United States. 
Fleming has detennined that the major problem for most law students 
analytical skills. Most students can learn the law, but application of 
law is a stumbling block under exam conditions. Professor Fleming 
s structured bis programs to im:lude both substantive law and legal 
nalysis training. This provides the combination necessary for the 
evelopment of a better-prepared and skillful law student and Bar 
candidaJe. These courses have made it possible for thousands of law 
students to improve their grades. and. ultimately pass the Bar exam. 
AOdress ________________________ _ 
City State ___ Zip----._ 
Telephone ( _______ )__, ___ ~--------------~----··--- ----------
Law School ________________________ _ 
Current Year/Semester Graduation Date-------~-
Workshop Location/Date to be Attended _______________ _ 
Form ot Payment: D Check. D Money Order (Make Payable to Fleming's Fundamentals of Law) 
0 MasterCard D Visa D Discover D American Express 
Credit Card# Credit Card Expiration Date __ _ 
Driver's License# Date __ _ 
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Pat and Jane: 
A True Story of Love at USD Law 
by Pat Blanco, contributor 
I have a slightly interesting, and completely true, story about love and relationships here atUSD Law 
School. Though you'll look in vain for a picture 
of "Pat Blanco" or the woman with whom I am in 
· love, Jane, in the face book, you won't find them, they're 
pseudonyms. No one here at USD knows that Jane and I 
are in a relationship, or that we have been for six months. 
Indeed, other than the two of us, no one knows. Though 
now you know. Our only safety is that I won't reveal our 
real names. 
Jane and I had two classes together last year; one 
in the Fall, one in the Spring. When we first started to talk 
to each other, our chosen subject was mostly our mutual 
class. As time went on, we would include more and more 
small talk, introducing other subjects, and even started to 
tell each other random pieces of our lives. We liked each 
nice person; indeed, one of the most caring people here. 
There's not a person who knows her that wouldn't say 
that about her. None. But she is also tough. And she's not 
at all adverse to calling you out. 
When I first tried to tell her how I was starting 
to feel about her, I did so tentatively and obliquely; in a 
way that would let her (and me) overlook the issue if she 
did not feel the same way. She told me - rightly - that 
I was merely dipping my feet into the water, and that 
this wasn't going to work. She deserved, and needed, 
someone who was willing to plunge right in. Which was 
incredibly hard for me. It's something I just don't do. But 
it was hardfor her as well. She hadn't had a relationship 
like this before. She wasn't sure she wanted one, and 
there were other complexities as well. Foremost: People 
couldn't know. 
Jane and I first slept together shortly after classes 
started in the Fall. It was amazing. I couldn't believe it. I 
spent the entire next day walking around the law school 
with her smell on my body and with a glazed look on my 
face, unable to think about school or classes or anything 
"No one here at USD knows that Jane and I are in a relationship, or that we have been for six 
months. Indeed, other than the tow of us, no one knows." 
other, I think. The more we learned about each other, 
the more we appreciated the other person. But that was 
it. Neither one thought about the other in anything more 
than the typical fashion. She was nice. I was nice. We had 
a good time when we talked to each other. That was it. 
Over the summer, we were both on campus. We 
talked more and more, and now that we were not in a 
class together, things started, slowly, slightly, to change. 
We talked a little bit more about personal matters. We 
talked more about beliefS, our feelings, and our friends. 
Perhaps we talked more about these things because we no 
longer had an easy topic: our class. But I think we both 
knew, at least a little bit, that we were also exploring the 
other at a slightly deeper level. 
And as time progressed, and as I learned more 
about her, I began to like Jane more and more. Very 
much so. And, tentatively, thought that she might like 
me too. But it was hard. She is an incredibly sweet and 
Avoiding a Valentine's Day Massacre: 
The Perfect Non-Law Related Date, 
Complete with Cites 
by Jared Ackley, assistant editor 
S tudents coping with obtaining a legal education are often so immersed in their studies for either 
love of the subject, lust for money, or lack of a 
better option, that once outside the classroom all 
they continue to talk about is the law. How problematic 
is this? After all, weren't the on-going conversations 
with a young Plato what made Socrates famous? Well, 
maybe to anyone inside the legal pod-factory such 
action is perfectly normal. However, to a first date, 
significant other, fiancee, spouse, or message board, fond 
declarations about the nuances in the U.S. Bankruptcy 
other than her. And I am not like that. At all. I am a 
rational, intelligent, coherent person. But not with her. I 
was falling for her. Hard. 
The second time we slept together was even more 
stunningly impressive than the first. And things kept 
getting better. As I continued to learn more about her, I 
fell harder and harder. I began to feel emotions that I had 
never felt before. I eventually revealed that I was in love 
with her. 
On her side, she had never told anyone - aside 
from family and friends, of course-'- 'that she loved them. 
Like I said, she's tough. She told me in late October that 
she loved me. And I have never been happier. 
By the way, Jane is beautiful. She is incredibly attractive, 
fit, athletic, a~d is dowmight hot'. This is ·riot merely my· 
subjective opinion. Jane is an incredibly desired person; 
Please see Secret, continued page 7. 
every person who got called on that day. Orily other law 
students understand or care about discussions that could 
be entitled, "The Socratic Method and Everyday Life." 
Now everybody is prone to interject splices 
from their occupation, career pursuit, or studies into 
their relationship. It's what makes one interesting - or 
at least part of being a gobd listener is feigning interest. 
Eventually topics will change, dessert will come, Conan 
will appear on the television. The problem is that 
law students, unlike people in just about every other 
profession, almost incessantly guide the conversation 
back to law over and over. 
I imagine nothing is more of a mood killer 
to someone whose world does not revolve around the 
Supreme Court or West's Reporter Series, than an 
animated soliloquy about the inefficiency of in-person 
class registration, a vigorous analysis of some antitrust 
"The problem is that law students, unlike people in just about every other profession, almost 
incessantly guide the conversation back to law, over and over." 
Code are unlikely to earn spontaneous displays of 
affection. Rather, such talk will likely try their patience, 
and is simply not the most romantic use of quality time 
together. The everyday law student needs a plan to make 
sure they avoid a Valentine's Day massacre. 
So I was watching Mr. and Mrs. Smith for the 
first time recently. Valentine's Day was still two weeks 
or so away. Now this is actually quite the quixotic movie 
if you like lots of action, snappy innuendo, double 
entendres, and explosions. Sort of like Casablanca, 
though not to insult the incomparable classic, in Mr. 
& Mrs. Smith I'll admit the over-done explosions do 
diminish the romantic sensation slightly. Here's a line 
from the latter: "How often do you have sex?" asks an 
off-screen marriage counselor. "I don't understand the 
question," replies Mrs. Smith. Had she asked him to 
repeat, we'd find ourselves back in law school. 
My first thought is that I can't wait to use that 
in iny next class. Unfortunately, that type of relation-
back to law school might cost someone a date if they're 
not careful and instead start to explain what happened to 
statute, or gushing admiration for the outcome of a school 
lunch program case. 
Imagine this, for lack of a better word, hypothetical: 
Male law student, "So you're a teacher. Tell me all about 
that." 
Female kindergarten teacher, "Oh you know, we're on 
year round school now, but I like the vacation every two 
months.". 
<30 minutes later> 
Law student, "So, sorry to bring up the law again, it's just 
that the case was so fascinating and I wonder if it applies 
equally when the lunch program offers discounts to some 
students, but not to all the students who are already on 
the morning breakfast program." 
Teacher, "Yeah, I hadn't really thought of it that way. I 
brought my lunch from home when I was in school." 
Male, "Want to grab some coffee after dinner?" 
Female, "Actually I have to get up early for school 
tomorrow." 
Please see Massacre, continued page 7. 
I take this Person til death (or law 
school) do us part ... 
by Aaron Dumas, staff writer 
Cheating has become so commonplace in law school that it has replaced stressing for an 
exam as the most common activity engaged 
in by law students. Now before you begin to 
worry that I have impugned the academic record of our 
students, this cheating relates solely to relationships. Law 
school is disastrous for relationships, for those who have 
· been in a steady and beautiful relationship throughout 
law school; I stand and applaud you; for the other 95% of 
persons, this article is for you. Our students do not hide 
books or rip pages out of materials in the library, b~t they 
will steal your girlfriend. 
Yet there are more than just the amorous 
relationships that must be touched upon; after all, the 
most tenuous relationships that occur in law school are 
between law students and their money. Who among us 
has not had that moment of sorrow when that perky 
young lady at the bookstore looks at you with a smile 
and says "Your bill is $533"? If a "fool and his money 
are soon parted" then law students must be fools because 
no one is removed as easily from their money as law 
students by tuition, housing, books, alcohol (clearly the 
essentials), and by food: it is impossible to retain money. 
" .. . you should not cheat in a relationship 
anyway, so you shouldn't expect a cookie for 
not doing so." 
The relationship between 3Ls and 4Ls to the 
school is also rather tenuous; whether through disgust at 
their situation or from the dreaded senioritis, calling on 
a final year student and being shocked that they have not 
re.ad for cla;s IS crazy: The relationships of thifd years 
with their te'x.t'books tank ·fast~r than internet stocks. 
Law school does not just fracture relationships, it 
destroys them. It turns .otherwise normal people into 
machines that crave caffeu;_e,0 kllo~ledge and s~x. It 
makes people lose perspective as to what is normal 
behavior and begin to act as animals consumed by mating 
calls and the desire to satisfy carnal desires. 
Let us dip into some phraseology: "bros before 
hoes" means oh so much more than its unfortunate use 
of the slangterm for a woman of impeachable character 
while in law school. Unfortunately to a major extent the 
law school is a closed community: a closed, incestuous 
community. In our first year most students do not meet 
anyone but the eighty or so students that are in their 
section. 
During orientation I always encourage incoming 
students to take advantage of the intermingling events 
so as to quickly get to know students throughout school 
because once the daily grind begins, the persons that you 
begin to know best are the ones that sit around you from 
day to day. The forced interaction that is brought about by 
working under intense pressure situations naturally brings 
about feelings of attraction to anyone that is even mildly 
attractive to you. 
However, relationships born out of forced 
interaction are not always built on the most secure 
ground. But relationships based upon actual 
compatibility, and evolve over time like most friendships, 
are the ones that are great to have in law school. Even 
when flash romances spring up and flame out, your 
friends, your true friends, will remain there for you. 
Friends will understand why you suddeilly have to run 
over to someone's home fora late night 'study' session 
despite making plans to hang out, while a new flame may 
not understand the need for study sessions. 
Of course there are those of us that realize that 
for the sake of sanity and continuing friendships that a 
romantic relationship must be broken off. Sadly the other 
partner does not always agree. "Honey I think its best for 
both of us if we break up, law school is killing me and 
I do not want to cause you any stress as I grow crazier 
and crazier" seems to me to be a perfectly reasonable 
justification. Unfortunately my experience is that no 
matter what phraseology is used, when trying to break up 
and citing law school as the reason, the response from the 
·other party has always been ''No". 
During my first year, because of my experiences, 
I firmly believed that the only persons that law students 
Please see Cheating, continued page 9. 
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What Women Want 
by Tiffany Bailey, contributor -B elieve it or not, law students discuss things 
other than cases, rules and politics. I 
occasionally find myselfinvolved in deep 
- . . _ -conversations about dating and relationships. 
It is not uncommon for the topic to turn to the reasons 
why women are so difficult. This article is for the people 
who ask that question. Before I begin, I will admit that 
the women I am talking about may not be all women, but 
it applies to a lot of women I know. I will also admitthat 
not all men fee! this way. Here are a few myths that some 
MOTIONS 
3. Nice guys finish last. 
Bad boys are fun and sexy. But relationships with true 
bad boys never last. The stable and healthy relationships 
I have seen involve a good woman with a good man. A 
relationship with a nice guy has a better chance of lastiiig 
a long time, as long as he does not let his lover walk all 
over him. 
4. Women always want to talk. 
. Women may like to be open, talk about what 
is on theirminds, and share, but sometimes, we just 
want to go to sleep; Sometimes we want to hear about 
"Just because a woman is nice to you, does not mean she wants you .•. Please look/or other 
signs that sfie is interested other than the/act that she is nice to you. "_ 
men believe about women, and what 1 believe is the truth. 
1. Women want a man with a lot of money. 
The issue here is not tust money; it is a 
combination of effort and what he does with that money. 
What is the best way to show the woman that I'm into 
how I feel? For some women, that means a little blue 
box. (Remember that a lot of women that like_ expensive 
gifts are notjust taking them, they are also giving them). 
For other women, it means something personalized or 
sentimental. For most women it means you pajd attention 
to who they are and what they liked. You listened. , 
With that being said, a cheap nian with a lot of 
money is not a good combination. A man that makes a IOt 
of money, but buys gifts from Walmart and takes her out-
to McDonald's for the sake of being cheap will not.be on 
the top of too many ladies' lists. 
Financial security is important, but it's not just 
about what he can do for me, it's also about what I don't 
want to have to do for him. Simply put, some women just 
do not want to have to always carry her man financially. 
2. Women want to settle down, get married and have 
kids right away. 
Marriage and kids may be nice in the future, but, 
not all of llS are ready for that right now. Sometimes, we 
- like to _take our time_ and explore, or we want 'to focus o:ri 
our careers, before taking such big steps in our personal 
lives. 
· Some women are ready for the marriage step in 
their lives. If you are not looking for that, state that in the 
beginning. It saves a lot of confusion and a lot of drama. 
Someone in Hollywood Owes me a 
Girlfriend 
by Eddie Tsang, ;:o!ltributor 
M ake no mistake, I am undeniably a fierce, testosterone-fuele-d man. I. may even_ be · 
· somewhat of a tough-guy. Seriously: 
I almost never smile in pictures. The 
problem is that there's a little girl that lives in my heart 
that causes me to do things like TiVo "The OC" and write 
this article. You see; I believe in love, and I believe that 
our pop culture and media are killing it. 
I should also make it clear that this article 
is written from a somewhat biased and pessimistic 
viewpoint. Some people tell me I'm jaded. I hate the 
word jaded. Most of you wouldn't even know what 
you. Other times, we just want to enjoy the music or our 
quiet surroundings. -Sometimes actions· speak louder than 
words. 
5. Women do not like sports or do not understand 
sports.· 
This myth is finally starting to fade. More and 
more women I know are actively involved in watching 
sports and participating in sports. If you have any doubt, 
talk to Kimball in the admissions office.( especially about 
college football.: .she's all over it!) · 
6. Fina-Uy, some helpfulw(jrds of a.dvice for when you 
first encounter a woman you are interested in. 
Just because a woman is nice to yoµ, does 
not mean she wants you. You may just he talking to a 
very nice wonian who may be completely oblivious 
that you are hitting on her. Or, she may know you.are 
hitting on her but does not want to hurt your feelings 
or be perceived as the girl who thinks. she is better than 
everyone. Please look for other signs that she is interested 
. other than the_ fact that she is nice to you; 
On a final note, if a woman says she is busy 
every time you.talk to her or askher out, it usually means 
she is not into y~m and she_ does not_ want to hang· out with 
' ' . ;, ,_ ' ' ' .. - . 
yqu. '., 
It.is notthatwomen are difficult; we're not 
al~ays that easy to read. We may be harcl to understand 
and confusing, but that is h11cause we are not a,s alike as 
you would like to think. Anytime something does not 
make sense, do us alla favor: , .just ask. 
you go to a party ~nd find your "solli mate" in the closet 
with sonie non-matching, non~product-using Neanderthal 
ofamari. 
At the same tinie, television will also tell you 
that to get a woman you should be a manly mi:m who _ 
walks tall and doesn't take· crap from anybody. First of 
all, stop watching Walker, Texas Ranger. Second of all, 
this .is also a lie. It won't work. You couldn'tpossibly 
possess the raw physical ninja skills of Chuck Norris and 
you will just find yourself getting kicked out of PB Bar 
and Grill with a black eye and a wedgie. 
So it would seem that there has to be some sort 
of middle ground: a guy ;ho is smart and sensitive yet 
can ki_ykthe appropriate ass when necessary. But since 
.We can't all be Jack from Lost, there must be some other -
foolproof way to trick the object of your iriterest into 
letting yoq smell her hair and do all sorts of otherwise 
''Nice guys are focused and knew from the moment they met your girlfriend that one day you'd 
- screw up and they'd be there for her to. watch Sex and the City with." 
"jaded" meant if it wasn't for Aerosmith. That stupid 
song came out and all ofa sudden every pubescent 
teenager decided they were ''jaded". Yeah, you're 
confused and life sucks. That's not jaded, that's hj.gh 
school. But fine, if you must label me, I'm jaded. Perhaps 
evenj-j-jaded. _ 
· I've screwed up my fair share of relationships, -
and every time it's because I emulated something I saw 
onscreen. Pop culture propagates mythsabout love 
which, while providing great sources of entertainment, 
are destroying people's chances of finding real romance. 
There are millions of shows that try to tell you what 
people look for in a romantic relationship. And they'r,e all 
lies. 
Shows like Queer Eye for the Straight Guy say 
that women are looking for you to be understanding, 
match your shoes to your shirt, and use the right products 
on your face and hair. In reality, that's the equation for 
becoming a girl's shopping buddy/best friend.If you 
follow that method you might be able to trick some girl 
into hanging out with you, but don't be surprised when 
creepy things. -The answer is, ''Be yourself." The ne:X.t-
question is, if you are trying to be yoilrself, why are you 
resorting to mass media to come to this conclusion? 
You're still going to end up emulating 
something you saw onscreeil, and thus not be yourself. 
I believe the. answer is that there is no formula for 
attracting someone. People are fickle creatures and don't 
usually know enough about themselves to really know 
what they want. So the best you can do is be comfortable 
with yourself and try to be the least physically repulsive 
aspossiblewhile doing so.At that point youjustsit back_ 
and wait for the love of your life to get drunk and give 
you a chance to be who you really are. Leaming to love 
yourself.is indeed, as the honorable Whitney Houston 
once said, "the greatest love, of alL" And this has proven. 
to be scientific fact when you consider the gem of a man 
that she found. 
Suppose by some incredible twist of fate you -
find yourself in what seems to b_e a healthy r-elationship. 
· Media myths will still find a way to ruin everything. One 
See Hollywood, continued page 8. 
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·What Men Think 
by Aaron Dumas, staff -.yriter 
A ild warning before we begin: this article may ppear somewhat sexist but it is not m-eant to e so read with an open mind and hopefully 
OU will enjoy it. Then again starting an article 
with a disclaimer is almost as bad a8 listening to someone 
who starts off a conversation with-"I am not racist but ... ," 
usually something racist follows, but I will chance it here. 
My editor, a cherub, salt of the earth, a 
wonderful woman, has accused me of being bitter 
towards women in general. Then, a group of female 
friends of mine were bashing a male friend of mine as an 
idiot who didn't understand women. Since this issue is 
supposed to be about relationships I was told that I could 
just launch into a bit of a mini rant and examine just a 
few things that men understand or do not understand -
about women. To truly examine the issue would require a 
book and since most readers have a difficult time getting 
through even a thin edition of Motions (available all 
around the law school) I will just touch on those that I 
can remember as sparking recent arguments or <;liscussion · 
.among colleagues. 
"We do not always want to hear about your 
friend-S,friend-S cat and sometimes not 
-listening is the politest way we can think of to 
communicate that lack of desire to you." 
1.Ifyou wear words on clothing, why can't we stare? 
Ladies when you wear words on your derriere 
like "Juicy" or slogans that scroll across the plains of 
your chest, you must forgive gentlemen -for staring,· 
actively commentmg, or smirkingj at the article of _ 
- clothing. In fact, I submit that for us not to look would 
be just plain rude. I read those lines on your shirt not 
because I am lusting after the forbidden fruit like an 
undergrad staring at a bottle of rum through a closed 
liquor store window, ,hut because for some reason I have 
to read the _yvords slowly over and over again because I 
inexplicably find myself distracted, 
- . Nothing else inlifo comes with as many 
contradictions as this- it is like purchasing a sports car 
· and then being told never to drive.fast. (My room-mate 
while proofing this article commented ''.Anytime yori put 
something on your butt, you are begging for it to be read. 
No matter what it says, you are invitiiig people to read." 
Basically, it is just a public service!) 
2. We may.not know everything but we know a little 
more than you might think. · 
Yc>ll have got learn this, we do understand you. 
· - Men have figured women out; in fact you are like an -
open book test where we know the material so well that 
we choose not to even open our notes. However, like any 
test sometimes there are off days, sometimes the stress 
is so great that you cannot concentrate and remember all 
that you were taught and all that you know. A stressful 
situation (e.g. tears) can cause a man to fail a test so 
quickly that it is unfair to always expect a man to know 
the right answer to your questions. 
3.WI!y must y'all travel in a pack to everything? 
When in a group, women become a pack of 
wild animals in the minds of mostmen- a pride that must 
dO. evefything together- and we. are intimidated by it. 
"We all came here together, so we are leaving together" 
are the words guys regret hearing .every night in bars in 
San Diego~ I admit that if there is one thing men do not 
understand about women, and will freely admit to not 
understanding, it is the tendency to travel to bathrooms in 
a group that rival any rapper's entpurage. Does one hold 
· the door, while another stands guard? Is it that the person 
that utilizes th~ facilities cannot flush for herself? Or is it _ 
that the person that futis the faucet cannot also dispense 
the paper towels? Is there even .a bathroom attendant 
in women's restrooms, and if so is her job to applaud? 
· Many a male comedian has touched on the subject yet its 
mystery has never been revealed or explained to the male 
species. 
4.Why do you think that we do not listen to you? 
Ladies, when you claim thatwe are not listening 
-to you or that we are ignoring you, Imustprotest. We do 
notignore you, we have just learned the most efficient 
way of listening to you :_ if it seems like to do_ so is by 
tuning you out, so be it. But note: mentiqn something 
that we like to hear and watch how quickly we perk up. 
Ignorance is bliss: We do not al'Yays want to hear about 
your friend's, friend's cat and sometimes n9tJistening is 
the politest waywe can think of to communicate that lack 
of desire to you. 
See Women, continued page 8. 
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Mayor, continued frompage 1. 
mayor systems, including Fresno and Oakland. In fact, 
seventeen of the counuy's twenty-five largest cities 
-have strong mayors, including Chicago, New York, and 
Los Angeles. Although they all have sharp distinctions 
between the executive and legislative branches, they do 
not have· equally strong mayors. As a recent RAND study 
points out, they differ in the mayor's appointment and 
removal power and the mayor's power of the purse. 
Under San Diego's revised Charter, with Council. 
approval, the mayor appoints the Chief Operating Officer 
(COO-formerly the City Manager), the City Auditor and 
Comptroller, the police and fire chiefs, and members . 
of City boards and commissions. Department heads 
are selected by the mayor, and they and the COO can 
be dismissed by him. In many strong-mayor cities, the · 
City Attorney is also appointed by the mayor, but in San 
Diego, the City Attorney is an independently elected post 
held currently by independent-minded Mike Aguirre. 
As a component of setting the overall policy agenda 
for the city, the mayor proposes the annual budget for 
acceptance by the City Council. The Council can approve 
or disapprove with a simple majority. But the San Diego 
mayor now has-a line-item veto to wield in fiscal matters. 
Like the federal or state executive, the mayor can also 
veto Council policy proposals. Like the federal or state 
Pets, continued from page 1. 
As bleak as the picture for pet victims of 
domestic violence is, some people disagree with raising 
awareness of animal protection when the safety of 
women and children is at stake. 
MOTIONS 
legislature, the Council can override the mayor's veto. 
Unusually, the City Council now has an even number 
of members (eight). Thus, it takes the same number of 
votes (five, a simple majority) to override a mayoral veto 
as to pass the measure in the first place. Many oBservers · 
believe this situation will lead to an effort to enlarge the 
Council. · · · 
In transition to a strong-mayor system, the City 
Council role, thus, has also been redefined. Under the . 
Council-Manager system, the Council oversaw the City 
Manager, who oversaw the City staff. Under the current 
system, the city staff is now answerableto the mayor. 
Because of the importance of accurate and independent 
information, the Office of the Independent Budget 
Analyst has been created for the Council, providing a 
staff indepen~ent of the mayor. 
The severance of the city staff from the 
Council has also led to a concern on the part of some 
that their ability to provide constifuent services may be 
impeded. The source of this concern is the Charter's 
noninterference clause (Art. XV, § 270 {h)) that restricts 
the Council to communicating with the Mayor, the COO, 
or the Mayor's designees regarding policies,5.iecisions, 
and ordinarices ofthe Coµncil. In other words, when it 
conies to policy, the Council cannot utilize the city staff. 
When the Manager, under the oversight of the Council, 
For.example, recently the SBA, Student 
Animal Legal Defense Fund, and Pro Bono 
Legal Advocates (PBLA}collaborated to provide . 
educational brochures on the dangers to pets to 
PBLA's domestic violence clinics. When a student 
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managed the staff, this clause was not as significant as it 
is in a system of separation of powers. 
Thus, although we have begun the era of strong-
mayor governance in San Diego, a number of issues 
remain unsettled, The City Attorney is examining the 
roles of the Council and the Mayor in development and 
land-use policy. Under the old system, the Council and 
mayor basically served as the governing board of the 
city's redevelopment agency. Larid use and planning were 
traditionally in the hands of the Council. Proposition 
F and Charter changes have not answered definitively 
where decision making authority lies on these important 
issues. 
This article has focused on the structural 
aspects of the mayor's and colincil's role in San Diego's · 
strong-mayor government. Equally important during 
this peri_od of continued transition are the Mayor's and 
Councilmembers' use of"soft power," the powers of 
persuasion and accountable leadership. The strong-mayor 
system will sunset on December 31-, 2010 if San Diegans 
do not vote to make the change permanent. A lot is riding 
on whether Jerry Sanders and the Council can all get 
along. 
Mary is a 3L and will finish in December. Last year, she 
was a legal intern for City Councilmember Donna Frye. 
. delivered the materials, a staff member scolded 
her for focusing on the wrong problem. But this 
criticism misses the point - it is not a question of 
either/ or. The human and animal members of a family 
are connected, and their fates are intertwined. 
· A Utah survey of women in a shelter found 
that 20% had delayed leaving their abusers because they 
feared if they did their pet would be harmed. A 1997 
'· study from Canada found that almost 50% of victims had· . 
delayed leaving for the same reason. 
Thus, by providing options for the safety of the 
animals in these homes, we can help secure the safety of 
human victims. We can also provide them with a source 
of comfort and companionship (their pets!) after they 
leave their abusers. 
HSUS has created .a model program called Safe 
Havens for Animals™ to help communities solve this 
problem. Safe Havens programs provide temporary foster 
care s~rvices for pets of victims who go into shelters, 
and provide outreach and education. Though the model 
program contains all of the information and many of the 
resources needed to start a Safe Havens type program, 
surprisingly few communities have them. 
For example, there are only seven California 
cities listed on HSUS 's directory of these programs, and 
neither San Diego nor Los Angeles are among them. 
The local Humane Society here in San Diego does offer 
emergency pet foster care, but that program is not tailored 
to the unique needs of domestic violence victims for 
confidentiality, outreach and ongoillg education on the 
legal issues involved, such as how to establish ownership 
of the pet. . 
· When I attended the Equal Justice Works 
conference in · Washington DC this year (courtesy 
ofPILF), I met an attorney from the AnimalLegal 
Defense Fund (ALDF) who shared my concern about this 
problem. She told me that she believed that law school 
· provides an ideal enviromnent for creating a Safe Havens 
for Pets program: lots of politically-aware, justice-
minded people who love animals bu may not be ready t~ 
take on a full time pet, and resources for staying abreast 
of the legal issues of importance to domestic violence and 
animal protection. 
She had the experience to prove that this can 
work. While a law student at the University of Wisconsin, 
she had founded WUFFS -: Wisconsin United for Furry 
Friends, a Safe Havens program (http://www.wuffinfo. 
· org/). 
I believe that USD could be just a:s successful, · 
and am working with Sarah Speed, a fellow 2L and the 
President of SALDF, to get a similar organization started 
here. We are still in the early stages, but have already 
incorporated and gotten the support and recognition of 
our local Humane Society. What we needmost riowis 
volunteers. 
- If you would like to be a pet foster parent, · 
or would like to help us in organizing, fundraising, · 
educating, or any of the other tasks ahead, ple~se contact 
.me at kirsten-07(0:),sandiego.edu, or Sa.rah at scteddy83@ 
·hounail.com. And look for more information coming 
soon! · 
Kirsten Widner is a 2L and an active member of the SBA 
andPILF. She is the proud "mother" of two rescued cats, 
-Sidney and George. 
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. Massacre, continued from page 4. 
Notice how the law student has done a number 
of things wrong. First, he could not resist the temptation 
to guide what was supposed to be her ha:lf of the 
conversation towards an analysis of the law. Second, 
this is the time to get to know someone. Here, the law 
student actually dominated his companion's profession 
by transforming the nature ofthe discussfon. Moreover, 
it just wasn't romantic. Sparks cannot fly and chemistry 
cannot set in when you are breaking down casual 
conversation: into the application-of-the-facts section of a 
brief. The student, if so tempted to make reference to the 
law, should be light on his or her feet, like a boxer. Tease 
the law for a romantic jumping point, andthen quickly 
get off the subject before you have killed any desire faster 
than a knockout cross to the head. 
How does one go about doing this? Well, let me 
present to you the. soft romantic underbt:lly of the law. As 
in the comparison of Mr. & Mrs. Smith to Casablanca, 
I will present five cases that can act as a jumping point 
from the law to more starry-eyed musings just in time 
for what many consider to be the most romantic day of 
the year. Now arguably, Valentine's Day is too wildly 
built up, but the lesson here .is not to argue: a case or 
anything else. However, should you want to make 
romantic attempts any other time of the year, these 
bridges are standards that should support the makings 
of an interactive and memorable date. Of course if you 
can't get enough 9fthe legal ramifications of everything, 
the easy solution is to date a lawyer. You'll either live in 
bliss or you'll cancel each other out .ind eventually open 
a wine hut in Temecula together. 
Now, I became interested in the law as an 
academic subject that I could talk about for hours after 
learning as an undergrad how legal ideas built upon one 
another to reach solutions. The five cases below can 
be added up like so many. Constitutional Amendments 
to create a penumbra pr~venting tl;:te average Dick or 
Jane's Valentine's Day from being shot down by the law.· 
Remember, these examples are meant to be catalysts 
for genuine interaction, not a lecture to the soul mate, 
budding interest, or target sitting across from you. 
Whether your companion has .known you for five hours 
or five years, borrowing these examples from the world . 
of law signify not only that that is what you do, but 
you can also place the content of your studies within 
moderation and balance. To make sure you don't lose 
your way, just use the adjoined movie quotes to segue 
away from any legalese. 
Poetry: This example leads off since it is the 
ultimate mix of the law and the romantic. Known bench 
bard, Judge Mike Eakin, waxes poetic in the case Busch 
v. Busch (732A.2d 1274 (Pa. Super. Ct. 1999)), where he 
. upheld a pre-nuptial agreement exalting, "They wanted 
to marry, their lives to enhance, not for the dollars _:_ it 
was for the romance. When they said, 'I do,' had their 
wedding day kiss, it was not about money - only marital 
bliss." Normally, we live ina dry universe of parsed, 
shapeless syllables when we tackle our memos and 
Secret, continued from page 
the number of male USD law students who have been 
attracted to (and hit on) her is stunningly impressive. She 
is also incredibly smart. Oh, yeah, onemore thirig. You 
cannot believe how good she is in bed. Ap.d, again, I'm 
not the only one who thinks so. But, oh, my goodness, do 
I think so. {As for me, to be honest, I am by no means the 
hottest person on campus. In my defense, however, I'm 
reasonably bright, and forthright, and think that Jane likes 
those attributes in me. But I am stunningly lu;ky to be on 
the same campus as someone like Jane, much less in the 
same bed. . 
Before me, Jane had never slept with anyone 
here. Neither had !._Neither of us really wanted to be in a 
relationship with someone here, for a variety of different 
reasons. For one thing, the community is too small; the 
gossip mill too pernicious. We all know people who 
have gotte.n reputations. Or towards whom people react 
adversely, or at least differently, after they learn that X 
has slept withY. In our case, that's indeed how people 
would have reacted. Hence, the secret. 
Jane and I are still together, and just saw ~ach 
other again after we returned f!om our respective breaks. 
Our relationship continues to evolve, and deepen. I know 
that we have an unusual relationship. I sometimes want· 
to tell people about Jane and me, but don't. That's our 
agreement, and it's a good one, for both of us. Sometimes 
relationships here at the University of.San Diego School 
of Law are complicated. Ours certainly is. But I have 
never been happier in my life. · 
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present our briefs. Poetry seems to be about as far away 
from legal script as oil magnates are from members of 
Green Peace in the real world. In Casablanca Major 
Strasser tells Captain Renault, "You give him credit 
·for too much cleverness. My impression was that he's 
just <!llOther blundering American [in reference to Rick 
(HumphreyBogart)]." Renault replies, "We mustn't 
underestimate American blundering. I was with them 
when they blundered into Berlin in 1918." Reference 
poetry and you're off to a smooth start. 
Flowers: Getting fresh flowers is a nice touch, 
preferably ones that last longer than a few days.· In 
Imazio Nursery, Inc. v. Dania Greenhouses (69 F.3d 
1560 C.A.Fed. (Cal.) 1995), the parties are arguing over 
. whether the patent rights to a type of flower that blooms 
right on time for Valentine's Day, are being infringed. 
There is a lot of banter over how the determination of a 
separate species of flowering plant, thus establishing or 
disproving infringement, should be carried out. 
Obviously, the technicafmechanics ofthfs case 
would kill the mood of any candlelit dinner, regardless of 
how big a bouquet you either bought or how nicely you 
thankedthe one bringing them to. you. Even if your date 
is a botanist, see the teacher example above; you would 
likely bore them out of their own subject. However, 
from this case you do learn that the early blooming Erica 
Sunset is available in February despite the col<;! weather. 
Or cover with Captain Renault's compliment to Ilsa 
(Ingrid Bergman), "I was informed you were the most 
beautiful woman ever to visit Casablanca. That was a 
gross understatement." (Obviously, insert San Diego for 
Casablanca). 
Movie: Now here I think you can cheat aJittle. 
You can get away with watching a film that has the. 
. law in the background, for u;stance if you were to rent 
something for a night in. However, it might be noted that 
Casablanca is playing at the Museum of Photographic 
Art in Balboa Park beginning in early February. Anyway, 
going a little against the grain, I would suggestBig . 
Daddy. I know some find Adam Sandler's humor , 
immature, while others fin.d it hilarious. However, no 
one can ignore the burgeoning. love stQry, peppered with 
the endearing, if not child-1ike antic1:i used by Sai;idler to 
win over Joey Latiren Acf\llli's character, Layla. The only 
pitfall to avoid would be explaining to yo.ur companion 
how you.would have conducted the custody hearing . . . 
tria:l at the end. Also, don'tJorgetthe nmsic; as noted by 
Sandler in Big Daddy, "Layl:\" by Eric Clapton, 'is a good 
.one. 
. Gift: In Moseley v. V Secret Catalogue, Inc. 
(537 U.S. 418 (2003)), an army colonel out of Fort Knox 
is disturbed by ads put out just in time for Valentine's 
Day by a store named Victor's Secret. The officer is 
apparently w.orried .that the citizenry might confuse 
Victor's Se.cret's "unwholesome, tawdry merchandise" 
with that offered under the trademarked brand of 
Victoria's Secret. To malce a long story short, he reports 
the mark's similarity to the latter and they sue. So what 
does this mean? Well, ifyoupicked up something from 
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Victoria's Secret either in the spirit of giving or receiving, 
you can rest assured that the Supreme Court too is 
concerned that you'll have high quality merchandise even 
though, in this case, the statutory element of dilution was 
not found tobe sufficient to penalize Victor's Secret. 
So, assuming you know what you're looking for, by 
al! means, peruse that gaudy little boutique off Gamet 
in PB. However, realize that trademarks are meant to 
ensure quality, so make sure you know what brands are 
acceptable by nailing down the details. This goes for 
anything, including candy, shows, or restaurants. Enlist 
. Rick's approach upon conjuring up his last meeting with 
Ilsa in Paris, "I remember every detail. The Germans 
wore gray, you wore blue." 
Conversation: Finally, don't be too aggressive or 
too passive and cryptic; fin~ a tone that conveys clearly 
what you mean. For example, I would analogize lawyers 
to little kids trying out some new skill when they strut 
into the real world armed with their newfound ability · 
to lookup case law and statutes. However, referring 
to marriage in terms of Loving v. Virginia (388 U.S, 1 
(1967)), co-habitation in ternis of Marvin v. Marvin (122 
Cal.App.3d 871 (1981)), or shorter rel?.tionships in terms 
of Eisenstadt v. Baird (405 U.S. 438 (1972)), is probably 
worse than when guys start talking in baseball "code" 
lingo (For example, Loving translated might .be thought 
of as signing a player to a long-term contract). 
Thus, unless you truly have a way with words, 
you would be hard pressed to propose marriage using 
a breakdown of the· constitutional rights as set forth in 
Loving. See: Rick, "How can you close me up? On what 
grounds?" Renault's reply; "I'm shocked, shocked to find 
that gambling is going on in here!" (Renault, of course, is 
then handed his own winnings). 
When it comes down to it, there is no real way 
to evaluate romance or the line that one should tread 
between sharing enthusiasm for one's personal pursuits 
- and over-indulging to the point of insanity. As a law 
school newspaper, the articles within are meant to pertain 
to the daily lives· of law students, and the highlight of 
those lives is the balancing act between academia and 
eve~g else. Some people are great at it and can tum 
off the legal jargon as soon as they get irito their car. 
. However, Ithink a lot ofstudents find a way 
to relate everything in sight to the law in that same way . 
. medical students think that they suddenly exhibit every 
symptom in the world as soon as they enter med school. 
The key is to act in moderation; use the law as ajumpillg 
point, not a point to jump to. After all, we have to learn 
every day to understand the minds oflong-dead legal 
scholars and judges - romance should be easy. But then, 
I'm both a law student and a guy, so what do I know. 
.. 
Jared will spend Valentine's Day in the LRC with a 
bottle of Cote du Rhone wine, in a spill-proof container, 
researching the impllcations of Moseley v. V. Secret 
Catalogue, Inc. in the greater scheme oftrademarkver-
sus_copyright law;·tobefollowed by a romantic game of. 
billiards at Society. · 
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particularly evil lie that media perpetuates is "If you love 
. it, let it go. If it was meant to be, it will come back." 
Horse feces. This only works in one situation: you're 
a pure angel of a woman, and your boyfriend foolishly 
thinks he wants to explore his options. · 
If you aren't a pure angel of a woman, your 
boyfriend will be able to find someone else to keep him 
busy between eating and sleeping. He's not coming back, 
and ifhe does, it's not for the "love," unless "love" is 
evidenced by desperate 2 AM drunk dialing. ff you're a 
guy, your chances of letting love go and having it come 
back to you are virtually non-existent. 
The premise behind this fabled Boomerang Love· 
is that the object of your love will venture out into the 
cold cruel world and realize that you're the perfect man. 
The problem here is that there is no perfect man, and if 
there js, it certainly isn't you: There's always something 
about you that she'll wish wasn't there, and she'll be able 
to find someone just.as good as you pretend to be, but 
without that particular flaw. So if you find a good partner 
who is willing to accept you, recurring rash and all, don't 
let her go because you'll probably never see her again. 
Another evil.media lie is that nice guys finish 
last. Depending on how you prioritize things; I would say 
that nice guys actually finish first. I should qmdify this 
highly controversial statement with some definitions. By 
"nice guy" I, of course, refer to the guy who doesn't try 
to be a player, doesn't try to impress his friends, doesn't 
objectify women, and seems to not have a selfish bone in 
his body. · 
In short, he's the "friend" that's always floating 
, around your girlfriend that buys her a really thoughtful 
birthday present when you got her the nt<w 50 Cent CD. 
By "finish" I refer to s_ettling do~ in a good healthy 
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relationship, and eventually getting married. With these 
definitions, I think nice guys usually finish way ahead 
of the rest of the' male species. They may even lap us a 
couple times in the process. The reason why is that the 
rest of us guys emulate pop culture and don't recognize 
love when it's right in front of us, asking us to watch 
Brokeback Mountain with her. 
Pop culture gives us plot lines for love, and if 
our situation doesn't fall into one of them, it's hard for us 
to recognize it as love. So what's a guy to do if his love 
story isn't earth-shattering or dramatic? What's a guy to 
do ifhe meets his girlfriend on a cruise ship but it doesn't 
hit an iceberg, or if his girlfriend isn't from a feuding 
family, or worse, she's not from a rival synchronized 
snap-dancing gang? 
What he should do is just look inside himself 
and trust his feelings and commit to the girl, but what he 
usually does is wanderaround and try to play games with 
women in hopes of finding that earth-shattering love. 
That's the difference between ''nice guys" and players. 
Nice guys are focused and knew from.the moment they 
met your girlfriend that one day you'd screw up and . 
they'd be there for her to watch Sex and the City with. 
You, on the other hand, are never satisfied and want to 
play the game, looking for something better. But the 
game never ends, and while the nice guy is at home 
relaxing with his new ladyfriend (read: your ex-girlfriend 
-who you'Hnever get back with - ever), you're still in 
quadruple overtime. 
That's about enough of that analogy, but I'll 
leave you with this. If you must play the gaine, by all 
means, play on, playa. Pimp that ride and holla at those 
breezies. ·But know that for every diamond you're busy 
putting in your grill, some nice guy is putting one on a 
good woman's ·finger.· 
· 'Sigg~iips hegiri .. 
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·.Women, continued from page 5. 
5. Why do you say men never show emotion? . 
Men do show emotion; we are not the unfeeling 
machines . that you think we are- just observe us 
when we are watching our favorite team, call us unfeeling 
then, I challenge you. Yes, it is natural for us to hit each 
other when mad, sad or happy - what y'all don't? 
6. Why do you think that we are too dumb to kllow 
that you are rejecting us? 
We know that you are not washing your hair 
every Saturday night, we just keep asking if you're busy 
in' the hope that one day you will slip and say yes to an 
invitation. Despite our incessant requests for 'dates,' we 
do not think about sex constantly- at some point we have 
to watch the game and unless a gentleman enjoys the 
company.of othermales, while eleven men.are pounding 
eleven other men in an athletic pursuit, thinking about . 
sex is just not·part of the equation. 
There is a secret guy handbook about dealing 
with women; most men just refuse to read it. Stop 
listening to each other abouthow to handle men: I sat 
in a car recently with four young ladies and after vainly 
trying to throw myself into the other car following us I 
was forced to hear four women tell me about men. The 
minute. you tell me that you understand more about us 
than we do about women you have immediately told me 
that you do not understand us at all. As a colleague noted, 
women always imagine that they know exactly what type 
of woman a guy wants. In reality we are complex beings 
and do not just have a type that we are attracted to and 
constantly go after. 
Maybe we are just not meant to understand 
each other as opposite sexes. It is the clashes that occur 
between the different sexes that keep life entertaining. 
Aaron D is a relationship counselor and runs a fantasy 
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fact pattern, court documents, depositions, exhibits and 
jury instructions. As with most mock trial tournaments, 
this one will entail a full trial. The preparation for this 
competition will be rigorous. Each of our two teams 
will have practiced for at least six weeks before the 
competition. "The schedule calls for practice sessions 
four or five days a week, with each practice lasting three 
or four hours," according to Head Coach Professor 
Richard J. Wharton. 
"The marathon workouts aside, a mock trial 
competition is definitely more intense than other law 
school competitions," says Wharton. "In a mock trial 
competition, arguments take as long as three-and-a-half 
h6urs compared to the thirty minutes typical in moot 
court. Moreover, during the competition you have to win 
six trials in three days to win the tournament." 
During practice, members engage in an in-depth 
analysis of the case, working together to develop theories 
and plans of attack. Next, the members develop their 
direct and cross examinations while trying to anticipate 
any evidentiary objections. Team members and coaches 
then tweak trial techniques by reviewing applications of 
the Federal Rules of Evidence and the Federal Rules of 
Civil Procedure, which govern this tournament. 
Opening statements and closing arguments 
are closely scrutinized by the coaches .to maximize 
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Richard "Corky" Wharton, Head Coach 
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their effect on the judge and jury members. "While 
adequate preparation is the bedrock for any successful 
trial attorney, we have come to realize that it all comes 
down to how our students execute when it comes time 
to perform," according to Trial Team Administrator and 
Assistant Coach Lisa Hillan. 
Last year, Stanford Law School took first place 
in the Western Regional Tournament. This year, we are 
pulling for a win by the University of San Diego School 
of Law. To do so, we will have to rank as one of the 
top two teams of the sixteen competing from following 
schools: 
1. Louisiana State University - Paul M. Hebert Law 
Center 
2. University of Wyoming College of Law 
3. Loyola Law School-Loyola Marymount University 
4. University of San Diego Law School 
5. University of California, Los Angeles - The Law 
School 
6. University of Wisconsin Law School 
7. University of South Dakota School of Law 
8. University of California-Hastings School of Law 
9. Southern University Law Center 
THE MOST COMPREHENSIVE TUTORIAL REVIEW PROGRAM 
www.cbtronline.com 1.800.348.2401 
CONSISTENTLY HIGH PASS RESULTS 
CAL BAR TUTORIAL REVIEW 
A complete and individualized program involving comprehensive personalized attention focusirng upon each area of bar preparation: Substantive 
legal review, Positive Attitude, Multi-State, Essay Performance Test Skills utilizing CBTR's uniquely proven and copyrighted Issue-Clustering 
system and Writing Skills Methodology. 
As a tim.e-proven and actual one-on-one tutorial program,. CAL BAR is devoted to benefitting you with nearly 24 years of dedicated experience in 
knowing what ittakes to get you to pass your next bar.You are invited and encouraged to contact our past examinees and hear from them how this 
tutorial program helpedthem to pass the California Bar. . 
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This time don't just take· the bar. Take it and pass it! 
Cheating, continued from page 4. 
should date were law students or certified saints and 
even the latter was risky. My feeling was that only law 
students could or would be willing to understand the 
relationship sacrifices that must be made in order for 
survival. Everyone says that they can understand law 
school and that they will be there for you, but once law 
school actually begins, significant others do not like 
being the secondary option in a spread offense. 
I have evolved beyond my first year reasoning 
and do not believe that only law students and saints are 
needed for relationships. I now believe that the only 
option for law students is to date saints, no one else 
can be used (bad term); But, a column of this type is 
useless if persons do not actually get some examples of 
situations that can occur because of law school. In fact as 
a colleague of mine likes to point out, if one has patience, 
over the course of your years in law school, most people 
that you are attracted to but are currently in a relationship 
will at some point be single. 
Once again, if you have a beautiful relationship 
I applaud you and envy you. If you created this 
relationship during law school I worship you! If you have 
remained faithful in the above relationship I have nothing 
to say to you, because only in law school (and I guess in 
the new dysfunctional society) are we commended for 
doing what is right and just. Though it has just occurred 
to me that some in our school may not understand the 
prior sentence - It means, at the very least, you should 
not cheat in a relationship anyway, so you shouldn't 
expect a cookie for not doing so. I do believe that a 
strong relationship will survive even the horrors of law 
school- and oh, it is horrible. · 
Marriage is not necessary for a strong 
relationship though I did enjoy when my professor 
mentioning the high rate of divorce among lawyers and 
the sole married student in our class suddenly logged on 
to a divorce statistic website. Is there any greater joy than 
knowing that the person that seems to have their life the 
most together is not as stable as you think they are? Or 
maybe that is just a sad grouchy old man way of looking 
at things and hoping that if others seem ~s miserable as 
you are maybe, just maybe, you are normal. 
Law school generates a lot oflong distance 
relationships; it is harder to maintain a strong and well 
constructed relationship when the object of your affection 
cannot be seen. It is nearly impossible to know just what 
your relationship is made of when much of it is spent 
stressing about school, or purposefully not talking about 
school. Having a relationship where you cannot talk 
about law school seems a bit flawed; because currently 
school is your occupation and one should be able to 
talk about their occupation: if not, maybe you are in the 
wrong field. If absence makes the heart grow fonder, law 
school makes the heart grow harder. 
Some law school relationships make the TomKat 
(Tom Cruise-Katie Holmes) affair seem normal. There 
are the examples of students whose boyfriends begin to 
freak out once they enter law school because they cannot 
deal with their girlfriend attending school. They then 
begin to worry about how much time their girlfriends 
spend studying, some even fear their girlfriend's rise 
to success and freak out to the point that they become 
a drain to be around and the thing they feared the most 
becomes the only option - a breakup. This often leads to 
a swift breakup and a hardening of the heart. 
Law school can lead to bad choices when it 
comes to who we pick for relationships." Quick and 
convenient is great for picking fast food places, not so 
great when in the search for the love of your life. As I sat 
with some of my male colleagues in a certain coffee shop 
on campus famous for its scenic views, the conversation 
turned to relationships, sadly all of us had suffered a 
failed relationship, or several, while in law school and 
the conversation, as is invariable in such discussions, 
turned to the merits of dating an undergrad. Apparently 
obtaining an undergrad is now a desirable situation, 
. maybe it is because we assume them to be na"ive, trusting 
and easily led. 
I reflect on some of the relationship choices I 
have made in law school and I shudder. One should not 
date someone who will cause more strife in law school 
than is necessary; fighting over someone should never 
occur, especially at this stage in our careers. 
Speaking of who we should or should not date, 
some colleagues and I have discussed dating within our 
sections; four seems to be about the maximum amount of 
people from within your section that you can date (and 
that's for life). Even four is pushing it; after all, even 
the most hated person in our law school has at least six 
friends and those friends have friends and the connections 
continue till there is a huge web of connected friends. 
That extension of the friends circle will initially 
seem great while the relationship is going well, but once 
the relationship goes sour then the six or more friends of 
your ex will often become your enemies. A classmate of 
mine who dated within our section quickly found out that 
once he broke up with his ex, all the new friends ~e had 
acquired within our section hated him and his friends. 
Law school relationships can completely ruin 
friendships, it is a difficult task to break up with someone 
and then sit next to them in criminal law (the amount of 
homicide cases involving cheating partners is staggering). 
Beyond the friends of your ex that will no longer like 
you, there is often a strain on your own friends. It is often 
difficult to plan an event knowing that so many groups of 
people cannot be in close contact with each other because 
there was once a relationship between members of the 
group. 
Unless one works for the Federal government 
few of us can keep a secret so efficiently that no one 
else knows about our relationships. Though many of us 
strive to keep our relationships to ourselves we cannot 
· completely keep them hidden from the prying eyes of 
our colleagues, and their comments about your situation 
cannot help it. I believe this may be why so many 
relationships in law school are on again off again. In fact 
some relationships cycle through on and off so quickly 
that one dares not walk up and ask "how's your boyfriend 
doing?" because depending on the day of the week there 
may or may not be a relationship. 
Law school is a tremendous strain on our time 
and resources. Mentally it wreaks havoc with our brains 
and our finances take a hit that cannot easily be shrugged 
off. I may have seemed rather callous in describing 
relationships but I truly believe that a good relationship 
is to be valued and treasured; law school is already tough 
enough, going through it alone is even tougher. Value the 
relationships that you have! 
Happy Valentines Day! 
Aar-on Dumas has become a relationship expert by 
default not choice and daily watches with horror the 
wreckage wrought by law school upon the lives of his 
colleagues. Calijamaican.blogspot.com 
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Low Interest Rates Destroy 
Economies: Or How I· Learned to Love 
the Bomb 
by Bron D' Angelo, staff writer 
The seeds were in pl·. ace before the events of 9111 occurred. The economy was on a slow, downhill spiral, and no recovery could be 
seen in the near future. We had an inept 
administration at the helm and it had been several years 
since the seemingly untouchable investment opportunity 
of the Internet turned out to be fool's gold. But one thing 
was still in place-Alan Greenspan was still atthe helm 
of the Fed. Ifthere was one thing that the American 
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potential and was in his price range, he had a right mind 
to buy it. So he entered into negotiations with the owner 
of the property. Everythillg was set. The paperwork was 
filled out, the house had been inspected, all the i's had 
been dotted and the t's had been crossed, only one thing 
was left to do: the credit check. In this situation my friend 
had no concern. He had over fifteen properties already, 
and the credit check was a mere formality, which is why 
it was such a shock to have the owner deny him the sale. 
Apparently his credit was just too good. 
We quickly used my newly found powers of 
Lexis-Nexis to perform a search for the property. As it 
turns out the home had been sold twelve times in the 
last ten years! Even mor~ shocking was the fact that 
''Where the Fed went wrong is that they give the American people too much credit in being 
able to balance their own .finances. " 
people could count on, it was the wisdom that years of 
experience would guide us through these troubled times. 
That is how the plummeting interest rates first started, 
and it may turn out to be the turning point towards even 
darker times. 
Before I get into how the Fed's properly natured, 
but ultimately economy destroying, policy will cause the 
eventual downfall of life as we know it, a short narrative 
is in order. Throughout high school and college I had a 
friend who planned on becoming what basically amounts 
to a "landlord." Shortly after obtaining his degree he 
began his acquisition ofland and property around the 
Tucson area. The reason I bring this up is because of 
one particular house that he tried to purchase, from what 
appeared to be an ordinary, respectable, middle aged 
woman. 
My friend saw this particular property up for 
sale, and since it was in an area that he though had 
Where have all the and-war· 
protesters gone? 
A response to 'Nothing Rhymes with 
Syriana.' By Becky Blain 
By Cole Cannon, contributor T hey have gone into retirement-the anti-war protesters that is. They are now faced with a 
different battle, a battle of corporate scandals, 
tireless efforts to secure social security and 
ensure their long-earned pension funds. Their children-
us-have been too distracted with the 'good life' that 
our parents earned to do anything about the war. Though 
I have never seen Syriana-and regretfully probably 
the seller in every instance was the same woman! This 
was perplexing, and so further research was done on 
the matter. As it turns out the woman had quite a racket 
going. She was a practitioner of predatory lending. In a 
nutshell, the woman would finance the individual who 
was buying the house, this is why she needed somebody 
with a low credit score, somebody who would have a 
hard time securing a loan, and then making payments. 
She would offer a loan to the individual, with a low 
interest rate at first, sometimes with them only paying 
the interest for the first six months. But then the interest 
would kick in, and the interestrnte would be higl;t since 
the buyers could not get any other form ofloan. Within 
a few months, the house was back in the possession of 
the woman, and she had collected on several months of 
interest and payments, and oftentimes a down payment 
as well. The scam had worked well for her, and it is 
happening now on a much grander scale. 
; - "' < ' _.·· ' 
felt, and what they did when they heard ~po;ut. the Trade . 
Towers going down. The barrage of media cove;age that 
would foll?w.tlie .attacks woul.d indelibly inscribe images 
of a bi:uised m1tion in the minds of its citizens. 
Fears offiying, emer,gency blood drives, and 
horror stories of our buried friends would make 9/11 
anything but forgettable and certainly not forgivable. 
Even the possibility of the Bush administration being 
right in their accusations (as Becky suggested) against 
Hussein's WMDs would make an invasion tolerable and 
the loss of American lives reasonable in the public's view. 
Si vis pacem, para bellum. 
2. Iraq minus 9/11 does not equal Vietnam. 
I don't know what the magical number of casualties 
it takes to start ah effective protest but I suppose it is 
"Iraq minus 9111 does not equal Vietnam. I don't know what the magical number of casualties it 
takes to start an effective protest but I suppose it is more than 2,200-the estimated U.S. deaths 
in Iraq since invasion in 2003." 
won't since my marital commitment to law school has 
resumed-I propose three responses to Becky's perhaps 
rhetorical question "why isn't this turning into the next 
Vietnam?" 
more than 2,200---'-the estimated U.S. deaths in Iraq 
since invasion in 2003. Quite honestly I don't think the 
Pentagon knew the talisman either and frankly they did 
not want to find out hence a need to "leak" the incisive 
Pentagon Papers. The following table will put the 
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We are all too familiar with the skyrocketing 
housing prices here in Southern California. La Jolla 
was recently named the most expensive real estate in 
California, surpassing Malibu and other ritzy names. Yet 
a conundrum exists. The median income for a household 
in San Diego County is $64,273, and the median home 
price is $540,000. By all accounts, hardly anyone should 
be able to afford a home, and yet, they continue to be 
sold. The conundrum can be explained by predatory 
lending on a national level. 
We have all heard of the interest-only loans, and 
while they are still legal, they are on the bubble. Many 
people take advantage of these loans in order to hold 
on to property as an investment, selling them after only 
a few years. But what happens when the houses stop 
going up in price? The mortgage companies foreclose 
on the home, and no surprise, when the house is put up 
for auction, the mortgage lenders are the highest bidders. 
This allows them to start the process of lending all over 
again, with people who are just trying to start their own 
American dream. 
But what does this have to do with the Fed? 
When the Fed lowered the interest rates back in 2001, 
they did so in order to stimulate the economy. Where the 
Fed went wrong is that they give the American people too 
much credit in being able to balance their own finances. 
By lowering the rates, predatory lenders are able to target 
individuals with bad credit scores, housing rates shoot 
up, and the race to own creates this unnatural pressure 
to buy now. Had the Fed maintained interest rates at a 
normal level this rush would not have happened, and the 
economy would have eventually recovered on its own 
through other more stable means. 
Up until this point, this has not negatively 
See Interest Rates, continued page 11. 
Saddam was a good man: The· opposition to the' Viet 
Cong, in contrast, was much greyer; in fact most-didn't 
even know which side we were fighting for. 
3. The incentives for protest have changed. An 
economist will always implore an inquisitor ofliuman 
behavior to investigate incentives. A brief exposition 
of the incentives associated with protesting makes its 
·absence over Iraq perfectly understandable. Protesting 
takes time, money, and the perceived payoff - perhaps a 
slight reduction in troops - is insignificant to the average 
American. Previously the protest began on college 
campuses among those that had everything to lose - their 
lives. 
Today the loss of tax dollars, roughly $500 per 
tax payer in 2004, is acceptable when balanced against 
the probability of a future attack however miniscule. 
Even worse, protesting may actually succeed. In 
broadcasting their indignation for war the protestors will 
risk losing what could have been a valuable investment 
. in the Middle East. Finally, we are all nearly equally 
affected by the parasite of the petroleum industry. In the 
deepest recourses of our minds we may actually think 
the horrendous gas prices are due to ominous rulers like 
Hussein. Suddenly, not protesting may have an effect on 
1. Communism was not like terrorism. Though 
communism was detested and much afeard by the 
pre-hippie generation as evidenced by the dubious IHl Comparing American death causes 
my commute to school 
and allowme to spend 
my money on the loftier 
pursuits of our generation, 
like X-box games. 
yet successful Senator McCarthy, it never quite "hit 
home" as does terrorism. Sure there was Khrushchev's 
clever Cuban Missile Crisis but in the end no lives 
were lost. The proximity of the crisis may have been 
the extinguisher of anti-war sentiment when U.S. 
involvement in Vietnam began to escalate but one can 
only suppress a fire so long. 
The Gulf of Tonkin was no 9/11. Recall that the 
focus event that granted President Lyndon Johnson and 
later Tricky Dicky "all necessary powers" to repel the 
Viet Cong resulted from alleged attacks upon two U.S. 
war ships, the U.S.S. Maddox and U.S.S. Turner Joy 
(helpful trivia to know). The resuit was the empowering 
Tonkin Resolution that would later allow the president 
to send thousands of U.S., proud, to a remote battlefield. 
From all future accounts the attacks never even happened. 
Imagine that, a president hinging a need for 
escalation upon a security falsity (sounds familiar). The 
soldiers were being sent under the banner, "Remember 
the Maddox.!" I wonder.how many people actually 
remember the Maddox, probably a lot less than do 9/11. 
9111 affected everyone in the United States, if 
not the entire world. Even those with the most fleeting · 
memories can recall what they ,"'.ere doing, how they 








Iraq Vietnam As prin related Car accident in 
I will not feign 
to know when the war in 
Iraq will end. My guess 
is that policymakers have 
learned the lessons from 
a 21-year war in Vietnam 
and would far rather 
lose their Middle East 
investment in democracy 
deaths in 2000 2004 
scenario into perspective: . 
As much I hate seat belt laws (that is, for the 
decision making and competent adult) there could be five 
times as many lives prevented by stricter enforcement 
oft4em than would be saved by not going to Iraq. The 
chart makes no mention of the staggering 538,000 troops 
that were committed to the evasive cause of Vietnam 
compared to the roughly 137,000 in Iraq. 
Finally, at the end of the day we are all happy 
to see the result of Hussein deposed from the presidency. 
I have yet to meet a conservative or liberal that thought 
than commit political suicide by escalating as did LBJ. I 
look forward to a very gradual demilitarization followed 
by a permanent military installation in Iraq. At best, the 
new base in Baghdad willjoi..-i the other 752 U.S. bases 
found in 130 countries worldwide and serve as a minor 
tax drain and petty annoyance to the would-be protesters 
that have now retired. 
Cole is a first-year hopeless romantic. He hopes to buy 





The Meaning of Hamas' Victory 
By Anthony Bruno, contributor 
I remember it quite vividly. In the hours following the September· 11 ili attacks, cable news stations ~olled footage of Palestini~ndemonstrators cheering 
m response to the destruct10n of the World Trade . 
Center. Sensing the potential political backlash, and 
fearing retribution from the West, then Palestinian leader 
Yasser Arafat ordered an end to the celebrations and 
quickly distanced the Pal~stinian Authority from the 
terror tactics endorsed by al-Qaida. 
Of course, Arafat's actions were no surprise to 
those familiar with his history. He was a man of two 
faces. His true face was that of a man committed to 
terrorism and the destruction oflsrael. His other face, 
the face which earned him a Nobel Peace Prize, was of 
a leader desperately seeking a peaceful solution to the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. 
The summit hosted by President Bill Clinton 
between Israeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak and Arafat in· .. 
July of 2000 was a great example of Arafat's duplicity. 
Although there is no written acc.ount of the offer, it has 
been widely reported that Israel offered to withdraw from 
97% ofthe West Bank, 100% of the Gaza Strip dismantle 
approximately 63 settlements, and create a Palestinian 
state with East Jerusalem as its capital. Arafat was to 
make some small concessions, such as acknowledging 
Israeli sovereignty over parts of the Western Wall and 
allowing three Israeli early warning stations in the Jordan 
valley, from which Israel would withdraw after six years. 
With the chance to finally attain a true nation-state for 
his people, Arafat left this deal on the table. He offered 
no counter-proposal and soon oversaw an "intifada" 
(uprising) against Israel, resulting in more terrorism and 
bloodshed. · 
. This experience is illustrative ·of the difficulties 
in dealing-with political fo~aders who are sympathetic to 
terrorism. ··Bresident Bush was aware that Arafat was 
not a true partner in peace, and subsequently. refused 
to negotiat~:with him. Furthermore, as par1;,ofthe · 
"Roadmap for Peace," the administration demanded that 
free elections take place within the areas controlled by the 
Palestinian Authority. ·Part of the reasoning for endorsing 
elections was the President's belief that democracies 
rarely war with one another, and stable democracies in 
the Middle East will lead to peace . 
. Unfortunately, the administration's desire for 
free elections has now resulted in Hamas representing 
the Palestinian people. This is the same Hamas that is 
a recognized terrorist organization responsible for the 
deaths of hundreds of Israeli citizens, as well as over 
thirty Americans. This is the same Hamas that hru; · 
refused to renounce its goal of destroying Israel and 
recently announced its intention to create a standing 
military comprised of Islamic militants.· There is no 
denying that this is a demonstrable setback for the Mid-
East peace process. 
The larger question that remains, however, 
is whether the election ofHamas is proofthat the 
President's vision for global democracy is little more 
than a naivete. Although this may be one possible 
conclusion, there is a greater lesson to learn from this 
election. 
First, we must realize that one free election does 
Interest Rates, continued from page 10. 
affected the whole economy. But keep in mind that 
many of these loans are not yet due. With housing 
prices slowing, rates increasing, and loans being 
defaulted on, mortgage companies will be flooded with 
an influx of property that they cannot sell.. The time that 
houses are on the market has almost doubled in San 
Diego County. There are no longer bidding wars for real 
estate. The rush to sell is on, and the market is aJready 
showing signs of flooding. Eventually,. we will be 
. awash in a sea of defaults .on loans, unsold and empty 
propel,iies, and eventually bankrupt mortgage lenders. 
As more and more indiViduals declare bankruptcy, the 
economy will slump again to epic proportions. We will 
have done to ourselves what "terrorists" could not do, 
destroy America. So my advice to you is rent, and don't 
spend more than you have. Of course, if you followed 
that role, you probably wouldn't be going to law 
school. ' 
MOTIONS February 2006 
OP/ED SECTION 
not create a 
stable democracy. 
Accordingly, it is far 
too soon to judge the 
President's vision for 
global democracy 
and freedom. The 
· hallmark feature of · 
a democratic state is 
the peaceful transition 
of power between 
factions representing 
adversarial points of 
view. Democracies 
are not forged 
overnight, and it takes 
time for democratic 
institutions to 
take root as older 
generations resist 
change. It remains 
to be seen if Hamas, 
an organization 
committed to violence, 
will.willingly cede 
power should another · 
party be elected in the 
future. 
Join The Federalist 
Society! 
The courts must declare the sense of the law; and if they should be disposed 
to· exercise WILL instead of JUDGMENT, the consequence would. equally 
be the substitution of their pleasure to that of the legislative body. 
-- The Federalist No. 78 
. ~ The Federalist Society is a group of conservatives and · libertarians 
dedicated to reforming the current legal order. We are committed to the 
principles that the state exists to preserve freedom, that the separation of · 
. · governmental powers is central to . our Constitution, and that it is 
emphatically the province and duty of the judiciary to determine what 
the law is, not what it should be. · · 
~ There are approximately 25,000 members of the Federalist Society 
nationwide in·its Lawyers, Students, and Faculty Divisions. 
~ We invite you to bring your ideas, contacts, and issues and join' us as we 
engag~. the legal community in debate and the open exchange of ideas. 
Our chapter welcome.s any and all legal perspectives, as our members 
often hold conflictmg views on many issues. Our primary goal, above 
all, is to foster debate. 
~ Questi6ns? Please contact us at usdlawfedsoc@gmail.com 
Yet, the Palestinian election is instructive much of the reasoning for this refusal was the failure to 
because it is an expression of Palestinian self~ find a clear and direct link between al-Qaida and Sagdam 
determination. During the 1990's, when Hamas' suicide Hussein. 
bombers attacked Israeli civilians, Yasser Arafat often A similar failure to see· a direct link between the 
painted Hamas as an independeii.t group.unrepresentative · Palestinian Authority and many terrorist attacks on.Israel 
of his government or the Palestinian people .. He would often resulted in UN condemnation oflsraeli retaliation. 
continue to negotiatein bad faith, allowing Hamas.and Critics and reporters would then focus on the numbers of 
other organizations to carry out terrorist attacks, while .. ·. · innocent Palestinian victims,. while minimiziµg tb,e fact 
hiding behind a facade of"plausible deniability.''' Hamas - ··. th~t teriorist leaders often surrounded themselves with 
no longer has this· lUXllry'. · ' . '· ' · .. , ' · · civilians to purposefully exploit their deaths as a weapon 
It is precisely because of "plausible deniability" of propaganda. 
that world opinion often splits on how to. deal with · · · .. : .The equation has now changed, and the recent 
terrorism. Many members ofthe United ~fatioris, as well Mid-East elections will allow the world tq see the 
as liberals in America, are willing to accept the words of true nature of Palestinian intentions. From this point 
certain leaders while ignoringtheir actions. President forward, any attack by Hamas on Israel also implicates 
· Bush on· the other hand; understands that terrorist the Palestinian people as a whole. They have knowingly 
orgaitizations require friendly nation states to provide elected an organization committed to terrorist activity 
protection and safe harbor. He has therefore included and the destruction of Israel. The veil has been removed, 
all state sponsors ofterr9rism as legitimate targets in the and it appears,the images of those celebrating in the 
Global War on Terrorism. Unfortunately, it has proven streets after the 9/11 attacks. displayed iJ?.e true face of the 
difficult to galvanize public opinion to support military Palestinian electorate. 
operations againsfstatesthat have covertly supported This election serves as a great clarifying 
terrorist activity while publicly denying such affiliation. moment in a world often shrouded by secret intentions 
The debate over Iraq was a clear example of and political ambiguity. V.f e will now see the real nature 
this divide. Despite the 9711 commission's report citing of the terrorist enemy that we face. Fm: this glimpse of 
evidence of contact between Iraqi and al-Qaida agents, reality, we must credit the President's support for the 
as well as evidence of stronger relationships between spread of democracy. What the world does in response to 
Hussein and other terrorist groups, many refuse to accept this glimpse is the question on which history will judge 
. Iraq as integral to the larger War on Terror. Naturally, the Western world. 
Bendib.com 
Grades, continued.from page 1. 
rationale is that it's like firing someone; you don't want 
anyone to make a scene and you want them to have the 
weekend to cool off. 
It's a nice idea except that I ha<l'heen counting on 
havipg the weekend to psychologically prepare myself for · 
getting grades. 011 that Friday night 1 was getting ready to 
go out with my roommate when I got a text message that 
grades were online. Curling iron in one hand, phone in the 
other, getting the first law school grades ever! It was like 
knowing that you•were about to jump out of an airplane. 
The worst thing about grades is that the stakes 
have never felt higher. Law school is really the top end of 
the scale as far as grades go~no matter what schooling 
you go on to from here, . there will never be as much 
pressure to excel and prove yourself as there is now. The 
~urve doesn't help that any; before you even look at your 
grades you know that for everyone who got an A, someone 
else got a C, and if you got a B, it's just average. We're a 
huge, interconnected web-somebody's got to be on top-, 
and somebody's got to be on bottom. 
The curve part of law school grading irritates me. 
Given the pressure of grades, it seems like law schools are 
asking for knock down, gloves off competition between us 
when they set grades up on a curve. 
Afrer a full semester of law school, though, I concede that 
I see the purpose pf competition. There's something about 
a competitive environment that seems to push people to 
do more than they would ever_ do OH their own. lt's fike 
athletes~ne person runs a 10 second 100 meter, so 
someone else has to nm it in 9.9, and someone else has to 
· run it in 9 .8. It's like how I volunteer at a legal clinic eve1y 
Monday night, and as it gotdoser and closer to finals, it 
became more and more tempting to stay home Monday 
nights and study-but I ultimately decided that since I knew 
a certain person in my class was going to be there, I was 
d~finite(v going to be there. It's what law school already 
knows and I'm just finding out: \Vhen you're trying to be 
better than, ·or at least as good as, the person next to you, it. 
has the benefit of the entire group improving. 
But competition aside, ·I think that one of the· best parts 
about getting grades was that on Monday, everything was 
back to normal. No one was gloating about. what they 
got; there was no new pecking order. It was just business 
as, usual. So, I've decided that rm going to start name-
dropping USO like some people mention Harvard or Yale. 
And when people ask, I'm going to tell them that I go to 
a school where everyone puts a lot of time and effort into 
class, but you never feel like you're coming to schooi to 
fight to the death like gladiators to get a passing grade. It's 
a ranking you won't find in U.S. News. 
F e,bruary 2006 
I 
Fill in the gridso that every row, every column, and 
every 3x3 box contains the digits l through 9. 
See page, 2 for the solution. 
Student Services Fair & Ra e 
The law school administration is P.roud to sponsor a 
Valentine's Day event to show that ... 
WHEN: Tuesday, February 14th, 
3:00-5:30 p.m. 
WHERE: In front of Warren 
Hall and in the law school foyer 
Come hear about all the law school services available to 
you! Enjoy free food, drinks, Valentine treats, raffle prizes 
and karaoke. · 
Valuable prizes will be raffled, including reserved parking 
spaces, the opportunity to register for classes from bed, a 
private study room .during the exam period, gift certificates 
from local restaurants and a weekend for two at the Dana 
Hotel. 
Dean Cole and other surprise faculty members wm provide 
entertainment by serenading students with Valentine's Day 
.Karaoke Luv.Songs. This.is stuff you gotta set?l 
II 
.. . . ·. · &1:umu 
Hotel p;ackage courtesy of Bartell Hotels (www.thedana.net).ifoH u 
